MFL - French Two Year Rolling Programme
Niveau Bleu 2
Naming parts of the
UK
More nouns and
proper nouns
Numbers
C’est plus noun
Response words
Intonation

Niveau Blanc 1
Greetings revision
Numbers revision
Spellings of common
nouns
Determiners and
indefinite article
Understand and
respond to ‘ou’
questions
Revise certain
phonemes: [y], [ɔ̃]and
[ɛ̃]
Adverbial phrases

Niveau Blanc 2
Exceptions to
pronunciation rules
Spoken sentences
with more than one
noun
Intonation in speech
Syntax in French and
English sentences
Colours as adjectives
Create spoken
sentences including
an adverbial opener, a
verb, nouns,
adjectives, and
conjunctions

Year B

Y3/4

Year A

Niveau Bleu 1
Greetings
Silent consonants
Nouns and proper
nouns
Ask and answer
questions
First phonemes and
graphemes
Classroom instructions
Identify France, Paris
and some landmarks

Niveau Blanc 3
Cognates
Understand written
and spoken sentences
Verbs, nouns,
adjectives and
conjunctions
Create simple written
sentences
Grammatical gender
of nouns
Function of verbs in
sentences – focus on
je vois
Grapheme ‘oi’
Niveau Bleu 3
Learn how to use the
conjunction ‘ou’ to
link two words
together
Understand and ask
questions using C’est
+ noun?, coupled with
the conjunction ou
More classroom
instructions
Strategies to develop
accurate
pronunciation and to
memorise vocabulary

Niveau Blanc 4
Pronunciation and
spelling of nouns
homophones
Noun/adjective order
and agreement
Sound changes in
some adjectives
Question words
Adverbial phrases of
place
Conjunctions
Punctuation

Niveau Bleu 5
Conversational
questions
Circumflex accent
Learn about
landmarks in different
parts of the UK –
associated vocabulary

Niveau Blanc 6
Vocabulary from
around the home
Negative statements
Compound sentences
Practise questions and
answers
Reading and listening
comprehension

Niveau Bleu 4
Adverbs and verbs in
sentences
Conjunction ‘et’
Sentences describing
two things
The adverb aussi and
how it is used in a
sentence
Landmarks in Paris

Niveau Blanc 5
Questions with ‘ Où
est…?
Subject pronouns il
and elle
4 forms of definite
article; le, la, l’, les
Plural forms
Likes and dislikes
Using j’aime and je
n’aime pas…
Adverbial pronoun en

Niveau Bleu 6
Acute accent on the
letter ‘é’ and the
different ways of
writing the phoneme
[e]
Definite articles le, la,
l’ and les as in
London landmarks
Develop language
learning skills:
listening and reading
comprehension,
context and clues,
reading aloud,
speaking from
memory

MFL - French Two Year Rolling Programme

Year A

Niveau Rouge 1
Revision of numbers,
parts of the UK
Asking and answering
questions about the
time
Places in a town
Complex sentences in
French
Learn that questions
can be formed using
tone of voice, or
inversion

Year B

Y5/6

Niveau Tricolore 1
Revision
Informal conversation
Learn about the cedilla
& how it affects
pronunciation
Months of the year
Ordinal numbers
Spelling strategies
Et toi?
Birthdays and dates

Niveau Rouge 2
Telling time in French
Understand agreement
of adjective and nouns
in time phrases
Revise circumflex
accent and the
phoneme [ɛ̃]
Compound words
More places in a town
Create spoken
sentences
incorporating a main
and a subordinate
clause, adjectives of
size, and a negative
adverb
Niveau Tricolore 2
Classroom vocabulary
French alphabet
Learn how to ask for,
and give, something
politely
Formal and informal
language
Feminine and plural
nouns
Christmas day
vocabulary
Revise how nouns
form their plural by
adding ‘s’
Learn that nouns
ending in –eau form
plural + ‘x’

Niveau Tricolore 3
Talking about the
school day
Infinitive form of verbs
Conjugate verbs in the
present tense (arrive,
aller, manger, jouer,
parler and venir)
Questions and answers
about the school day
Revise the definite
articles le, la, l’ and les
Be introduced to the
present tense
conjugated forms of
écrire, lire and faire

Niveau Tricolore 4
Count up to 60
Vocabulary about
family
Learn about the
ligature oe
Revise the subject
pronouns il and elle,
and understand how
they must match the
gender of the noun
they replace
Learn about the
relative pronoun qui
Questions and answers
about family life

Niveau Rouge 5
Questions and answers
about destinations
Use preposition à with
definite article la and l’
: à la, à l’
Revise functions of:
preposition, pronoun,
verb
Etymology of days of
the week
Use the subordinating
conjunction ‘quand’

Niveau Tricolore 6
Questions and answers
about location
Questions about a
wide range of special
dates
Learn about the
subject pronoun
Leisure time
vocabulary
Memorise conjugated
forms of aller and
aimer: present tense
REVISION

Niveau Rouge 3
Revise the concept of
the grammatical
gender of nouns
Telling the time with
greater accuracy
Vocabulary about
towns – including
arrondissement,
names of worldwide
cities and Paris train
stations
Using adjectives with
feminine nouns in
spoken sentences
Compound sentences

Niveau Rouge 4
Subordinate clauses
and coordinating
conjunctions relating
to time –
understanding the
function of these
Negative adverbs
Telling the time to five
minutes
Use learning to speak
/write about the town
or village where I live.

Niveau Tricolore 5
Count to 70
Understand that an
adjective must agree
with the noun by
gender and number,
and this can mean
changes in spelling and
pronunciation
Vocabulary to describe
self
Weather
French fashion
industry

Niveau Rouge 6
Use the pronouns il
and elle
Learn more about
arrondissements.
Create spoken and
written sentences that
include time, place and
purpose
Revise how to talk
about what is in the
garden
Practise simple
conversations to
exchange personal
information

